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By SARAH RAMIREZ

The global diamond industry experienced a strong 2017, with 2 percent growth across all industry sectors propelled
by a dramatic increase in production.

According to Bain & Company's eighth annual global diamond report, the diamond market is expected to see further
growth for the foreseeable future. Nonetheless, companies need to reevaluate how they reach millennial and
Generation Z consumers as their purchasing power grows.

"The diamond industry closely mirrors the luxury industry in its resilience to socio-economic turmoil around the
world," said Olya Linde, partner and lead author at Bain & Company, Moscow. "In 2017, we saw notable growth
across all segments of the diamond industry value chain even in the face of increased market turbulence,
continuing a climb that started in 2016.

"This is a trend we expect will continue through 2030, despite several challenges that will reshape the way the
industry markets itself amid changing consumer preferences and the increasing influence of lab-grown diamonds,"
she said.

Diamond demand
A strengthened United States economy including higher wages and lower unemployment is behind a 2 percent
increase in retail diamond sales.

Demand in China grew for the first time since 2013, primarily due to millennial buyers. Revenues remained stagnant
in India while diamond sales declined in Europe and Japan.

After eight years of flat production, all the top mining companies increased production with volume reaching 151
million carats. However, the increase was a result of some lower-quality stones, which had a minimal effect on
revenue.
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Diamond growth is up in China but has declined in Japan. Image credit: DPA

Although it remains to be seen what impact holiday sales will have on this year's performance, Bain reports that the
diamond industry saw a strong first half of 2018. Higher rates of tourism and appreciation of the euro should turn
around the diamond markets in Japan and Europe as well.

Bain believes the diamond market can expect a positive outlook through 2030, with most demand coming from the
U.S. and China.

Interest in mined rough diamonds is expected to grow 2 percent annually in the next 12 years. During the same
timeframe, rough diamond supply is projected to be negative 1 percent to 1 percent annually.

There will also be growing competition between natural diamonds and lab-grown diamonds.

De Beers' lab-grown diamonds set in earrings and pendants. Image credit: De Beers' Lightbox

With the launch of Lightbox Jewelry, De Beers recently made its first entry into the lab-grown diamond market.

The new brand focuses on creating sustainable diamonds at a more affordable price than their mined counterparts.
The brand's products begin at around $800 per carat and $200 per quarter carat, significantly less than De Beers'
mined diamonds (see more).

Per Bain, if diamond companies continue to successfully differentiate between the different type of stones, the
effect on natural diamond demand will be limited to 5 to 10 percent in value terms by 2030.

Lab-grown luster
The evolving preferences of younger, digitally-savvy consumers and growing presence of lab-grown diamonds will
have a great impact on the future of the diamond industry.
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According to De Beers' Insight Report 2018, millennials and Gen Z consumers share characteristics such as placing
importance on the meaningfulness of love, digital native qualities, authenticity, individuality and self-expression, as
well as being engaged in social issues.

Last year's sales showed that self-purchasing in the United States is growing, now accounting for one-third of
diamond pieces sold and more than 28 percent of value. Most diamonds sold are for special occasions, making up
63 percent of all purchases, and only one-third are intended for daily wear (see story).

De Beers Group's Forevermark is responding to these changing attitudes by empowering women through a
campaign championing their ambitions and daily victories.

The #BetterHalfWithinMe campaign was created with Indian women in mind and spotlights half-carat diamonds that
women buy for themselves, as opposed to jewelry that was received as a gift. Instead of portraying diamonds as a
symbol of romance, the jewelry is presented as motivation or reward for pursuing personal goals (see story).

In addition, the lab-grown diamond industry is poised to explode in popularity in the near future, thanks to high
interest from young consumers and millennials who are willing to spend big on created diamonds.

The idea that lab-grown diamonds can act as a more sustainable and viable alternative to mined diamonds is
increasingly prevalent among younger consumers, who are far more open to the idea than older generations.

MVI found that 74 percent of young people surveyed agreed lab-grown diamonds are better because one can get a
larger diamond for the same price. Seventy-six percent also said they would buy lab-grown diamonds to save money
(see story).

"Millennials and Generation Z are still buying diamonds, but the way they go about shopping for anything, including
diamonds, is different than their predecessors," Ms. Linde said. "Continued future demand for diamonds will
depend largely on the industry's ability to market its jewelry successfully specifically the process of buying and
owning a diamond versus other types of luxury goods and experiences as well as the growing influence of lab-
grown diamonds."
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